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there will be fights between the girls and the
guys. there will be songs. there will be a

wedding. and there will be a kiss. you will not be
able to stop laughing. this is a hilarious tamil

comedy movie directed by gautham karthik and
his 2nd film after the 3 bachelors part 2. the 3
bachelors part 1 hindi dubbed 720p. this is a
very funny 3 bachelors movie. you will have a
good time. if you have not seen the gautham

karthik hindi dubbed version of 3 bachelors part
1, you should definitely watch it. the 3 bachelors

part 1 hindi dubbed 720p. this is a comedic
drama directed by gautham karthik. the

gautham karthik hindi dubbed movies are
known to be funny. so, you should definitely

watch the gautham karthik hindi dubbed
movies. the 3 bachelors part 1 hindi dubbed

720p. so, you may be wondering, why is
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gautham nandi in the mix of the most eligible
bachelor 2020? its simple: gautham is mani

ratnam’s nephew. mani ratnam, an acclaimed
tamil movie director, is well known for his works

like oruvan, kabali, mouna ragam, kannathil
muthamittal and kaakka muttai. he also helmed
the blockbuster bhale bhale magadivoy in hindi.
gautham nandi studied in bangalore and later

moved to chennai to pursue a career in the film
industry. he has worked in several regional

languages as well as hindi, but never in a lead
role. he made his debut in kadal in march 2012,

and the movie turned out to be a hit in tamil
nadu, and even went on to become one of the

highest-grossing movies in history.

The 3 Bachelors Part 1 Hindi Dubbed 720p

After his debut, he made his first leading role in
Mani Ratnam's O Kadhal Kanmani (1996). His

first appearance in a couple, following his
second film Mani Ratnam's Inka (1999), was
with Roopa Singam, the daughter of his long-

time friend and mentor, actor Kamal Haasan. He
has also been a part of the elite Ranjeevi

tagaaru group of actor friends, alongside actors
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Vishnu, Ramji, and Mammooty. He made his first
film as a producer and distributor with the film
Mani Ratnam's production Kaaval (2001). He
grew up in Udhagamandalam and graduated

from Christ University, Bangalore, when
filmmaker Mani Ratnam approached him. Before
that, Gautham was not connected with the film

industry. He holds a bachelors degree in
Psychology, English & Media. In college, he

performed as a guitarist and vocalist in the band
Dead End Street. He has two younger siblings
Ghayn from his mother Ragini and half-brother
Thiran from Rathi. DESCRIPTION::Most Eligible
Bachelor (Action Movie)Hindi 720p HDRip x264

1GB Watch Online [G-Drive] 9xmovies,
world4ufree, world4free, Khatrimaza 123Movies
fmovies Gomovies gostream 300Mb Dual Audio
He was a supporting actor in the films Kahaani

and Karthika under the direction of Abbas-
Mustan (who later directed the Hindi dubbed

movies of Bigg Boss, Chandramukhi, Kahaani 2,
Gunde Jaari, R... 5ec8ef588b
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